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Abst rac t - -We investigate the convergence of special boundary approximation methods (BAMs) 
used for the solution of Laplace problems with a boundary singularity. In these methods, the solution 
is approximated in terms of the leading terms of the asymptotic solution around the singularity. 
Since the approximation of the solution satisfies identically tile governing equation and the boundary 
conditions along the segments causing the singularity, only the boundary conditions along the rest of 
the boundary need to be enforced. Four methods of imposing the essential boundary conditions are 
considered: the penalty, hybrid, and penalty/hybrid BAMs and the BAM with Lagrange multipliers. 
A priori error analyses and numerical experiments are carried out for the case of the Motz problem, 
and comparisons between all methods are made. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -E l l ip t i c  equation, Boundary singularity, Singular coefficients, Error estimates, Con- 
vergence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As in Li [1], we employ the term boundary approzimation method (BAM) for numerical  methods 
used for the solut ion of boundary  value problems when the solut ion is approx imated  over the entire 
domain as a l inear combinat ion of certain part icular  solutions of the governing equation.  Since 
the governing equat ion is identical ly satisfied, only the enforcement of the boundary  condit ions 
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is necessary in order to obtain the unknown coefficients of the above linear combination. BAMs 
include the boundary element method [2] and the method of fundamental solutions [3], in which 
the approximate solution is expressed in terms of fundamental solutions of the governing equation. 
The main advantage of the BAMs is that the dimension of the problem is reduced by one, which 
implies that the required computational cost is considerably reduced. 
Special BAMs can be developed in the case of elliptic boundary value problems with a boundary 
singularity. If the local asymptotic solution around the singularity is known and converges over 
the entire solution domain, then the leading terms of the solution expansion can be used for 
the approximation of the solution. The additional advantages of such special BAMs are the 
following. 
(a) Since the boundary conditions along the boundary parts causing the singularity are identi- 
cally satisfied, application of the boundary conditions is necessary only along the remaining 
parts of the boundary. 
(b) The singular coefficients, i.e., the leading coefficients of the asymptotic solution expansion, 
are calculated irectly. 
(c) The accuracy and the rate of convergence are considerably improved, compared to those 
of standard numerical methods which are seriously affected by the presence of singularities 
[1,4-6]. 
The approximation of the solution with the leading terms of the local asymptotic expansion 
may be employed only locally, i.e., in a subdomain [21 containing the singularity. Such an 
approach is mandatory if the domain of convergence of the asymptotic solution is a subset of 
the domain ~ (which should be a superset of [21). Then, one may use another set of particular 
solutions or employ standard numerical methods in order to approximate the solution and apply 
the boundary conditions in the remaining part ~t2 of the domain (~ = [21 u ~t2). Obviously, in 
the latter case, the method is not a BAM. A difficulty associated with this approach comes from 
the need of imposing proper coupling conditions along the interface of [21 and ~2 (see, e.g., [7]). 
Li [1] considered a benchmark Laplace equation problem with a boundary singularity, known 
as the Motz problem, and investigated ifferent coupling techniques when finite elements, finite 
differences, and the finite-volume method are employed over f~2. 
What distinguishes the various special BAMs used for solving elliptic boundary value problems 
with a boundary singularity is the way the essential boundary conditions are enforced. Li et  
al. [7] and Arad et  al. [8] employed least-squares techniques, whereas Georgiou and co-work- 
ers [4--6] employed Lagrange multipliers. Li [1] also considered other techniques, such as the 
penalty method, the hybrid method and the penalty/hybrid method which can be viewed as a 
combination of the former two methods. 
The objective of the present work is to carry out a priori error analyses for various special 
BAMs which will allow the optimal choice of the parameters involved, leading to exponential 
convergence rates. For demonstration purposes, we have chosen to study the Motz problem [9]. 
In Section 2, we consider a general Laplace equation problem with Dirichlet and mixed bound- 
ary conditions and formulate the corresponding Galerkin and minimization problems with the 
penalty, the hybrid and the penalty/hybrid BAMs. For comparison purposes, the BAM with La- 
grange multipliers [4,6] is also considered. In Section 3, the application of the above four methods 
to the Motz problem is demonstrated, and in Sections 4-7, the corresponding error analyses are 
presented. Finally, in Section 8, we present some representative numerical experiments validating 
the error analyses, and make comparisons between all BAMs under study. 
2. FORMULATIONS FOR THE LAPLACE EQUATION 
For simplicity, we present he formulations of the BAMs for the special case of the Laplace 
equation. These formulations are easily extended to more general elliptic problems; see, e.g., [1]. 
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We consider the Laplace equation in a plane, simply connected polygonal domain f~, 
02u O2u 
Au=~-~z2+~-~y2 =0,  in~2, 
with mixed boundary conditions, 
U=gl ,  
Ou 
O~ + qu = g2, 
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(2.1) 
or  
where 
or  
2.1. Weak Formulat ions and Lagrange Mult ip l iers  
Before proceeding to the various descriptions of the BAMs it is instructive to present first 
the standard weak formulations of the problem (2.1)-(2.3), i.e., the Galerkin weak form and 
its equivalent variational formulation, and discuss briefly the use of Lagrange multipliers for the 
enforcement of the essential boundary condition (2.2) on F1. Let us employ the following notation 
for the Sobolev spaces of interest, 
Hl(f~) = {v: v,v=,vy E L2(ft)}, 
H~(~) = {v: v,vz ,v  u E L2(gt), vlr, = 0}. 
We are also interested in the following subset of H 1 (F/), 
H. 1 (~) = {v:  v, vz, vy E L2(a), vrrl = g, }. 
In the Galerkin method, a solution u E H. 1 (f~) is sought, such that 
/~  Vu"  Vvds  + [ quvde = fr  g2vde, Vv E H~(~), (2.7) 
J F2  
where F1 U ['2 = 0f~, lI'l[ > 0, the functions gl, g2 and q are sufficiently smooth, q[r2 >- 0, and n 
is the outward normal direction to the boundary. 
B(u,v)  = F(v), Vv E H~(f~), (2.8) 
B(u,v)  = / /nVu .  Vvds  + f r  quvds (2.9) 
2 
and 
F(v) = ~r .92vde. (2.10) 
2 
The solution u of the Galerkin problem (2.7) minimizes the quadratic functional, 
1 I (v) = -~B(v,v) - F(v), v e HI,(ft), (2.11) 
1 (Vv) 2 ds + qv 2 de - g2v de, I(v) = -~ -2 2 v ~ H.~(n). (2.12) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
on r2, (2.3) 
on I"i, (2.2) 
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Thus, the equivalent minimization problem is to find u 6 H .  1 (f~), such that 
I(u) = min I(v). (2.13) 
~eH}(fl) 
If now, the essential boundary condition (2.2) on F1 is enforced by means of Lagrange mul- 
tipliers A = o~ ~-~[r~, then the weak form of the problem (2.1)-(2.3) becomes [10]. Find (u,A) 6 
H~(~) x H-~/2(r~), such that 
B(u, v) + G(u, v; A, #) = F(v), V (v, #) 6 H 1 (f~) x H-~I2(F~), (2.14) 
where B(., .) and F(.) are given by (2.9) and (2.10), respectively, and 
a(u, ~; ~, , )  : - f (~v + ,(u - gl)) de, (2.15) 
J F  1 
with (v, #) E Hl(f~) • H-1/2(F1) arbitrary test functions. Here, H -1/2 is the dual space of H U2, 
defined as follows. If 
H 112 (0f~) = {u 6 H i (f~): ulo~ e n 2 (f~)} (2.16) 
is the trace space of functions in H l(f~), T denotes the trace operator, and the norm of H1/2(Of~) 
is defined as 
[[r = inf {[lU]]l,a : Tu = r  (2.17) 
u6Hl(f~) 
then H-1/2(0Q) is defined ~ the closure of H~ -- L2(Of~) with respect o the norm, 
11~11-,/2,o~ = sup foa ~r (2.18) 
r 11r " 
The reader is referred to [10,11] for more details. 
It is clear that the Galerkin problem (2.14) takes the form, 
i fnVu .  Vvds+ fr  quvd~- f r l (Av+#u)d~= f r2g2vd~- / r lg lpdL  (2.19) 
Its solution (u, A) 6 Hl(f~) • H-1/2(F1) creates a stationary point for the (not positive definite) 
functional, 
1 [B(v, v) + G(v, v; A, A)] - F(v) s(,,  ~) = 7
(2.20) 
'IL = 7 (Vv)2ds + 7 2 qv2dg - 2 g2v dg-  , A(v - gt) dg. 
Note that the Lagrange multiplier function A = o0-~lrl is treated as an additional unknown 
variable. 
2.2. Boundary  Approx imat ion  Methods  
The basic characteristic of the boundary approximation methods is that the solution of problem 
(2.1) (2.3) is sought in a finite-dimensional subspace, 
g 
VN ---- span { i}i :1,  (2.21) 
where N {~i}i=l is a finite set of analytic, linearly independent basis functions, satisfying 
A~ =0,  in f , ,  i= l , . . . ,N .  (2.22) 
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Thus, the approximate solution UN E VN is of the form, 
N 
UN = E aNq)i' (2.23) 
i= l  
where a N, i = 1 , . . . ,  N, are unknown coefficients to be determined. The admissible (or test) 
functions v also belong to VN and do not necessarily satisfy the essential boundary condition 
on F1. Due to (2.22), any function v 9 VN satisfies the Laplace equation. Therefore, the double 
integrals in the Galerkin problems (2.7) or (2.19) and in the functionals (2.12) or (2.20) are 
reduced to boundary integrals, 
ISo L ~ v Vu . Vvds  = U~n de and (Vv) 2 ds = V-~n dg. 
The essential boundary condition on F1 can be enforced using different techniques [1]. The 
variational formulations for the penalty, the hybrid and the penalty/hybrid BAMs are conve- 
niently combined by introducing the parameters w _> 0 and c~ 9 [0, 1]. An approximate solution 
UN 9 VN is sought, such that 
I (ug)  = min  I(v), (2.24) 
vEVN(~I) 
where 
Jr2 2 (2.25) 
+w 2 (v - g l )  2 de  - a 7n(V  - g l )  de. 
1 1 
In the penalty BAM, w > 0 and a = 0; in the hybrid BAM, w = 0 and a = 1; and in the 
penalty/hybrid BAM, w _> 0 and 0 _< c~ _< 1 with w 2 + a 2 > 0. The functional (2.25) involves 
only boundary integrals. This is, of course, also true for the equivalent Galerkin problem. Find 
u C H I (~)  such that 
L ~ a U- n dl + quv de + 2w 2 uv de - c~ 
2 1 1 
:iF g2vd~q-2W2iF glvd~'--OijfF ~l -~n '  d~ 
2 1 1 
Ou Ov 
-~n v + U Tn ) de 
Vv 9 H~(~). 
(2.26) 
The discrete problem is obtained by replacing u with u N E Y N C Hl(gt) above and requiring 
that (2.26) holds for all v 9 VN. 
In the BAM with Lagrange multipliers, the functional, 
1 L ov iF I (v ,A )=-2  av ldg+on 2 2qv2de-  2g2vde-  ,A (v -g i )dg  (2.27) 
is minimized over all (v, A) E Hl(~t) • H-1/2(F1).  
Tile similarity of the BAM with Lagrange multipliers with the hybrid BAM is obvious; the main 
difference is that the normal derivative av It1 = A is treated as an additional unknown variable. 
This is usually approximated locally in terms of polynomial basis functions. For completeness, 
we state the associated Galerkin problem, which reads. Find (u, A) 9 H I (~)  • H-1/Z(F1), such 
that 
u~ as + quv de - {~. + u (4 - 91)] de = 9 : .  de, (2.28) 
2 I 2 
for all (v, #) 9 H 1 (gt) x H- t /e  (F t). As before, the discrete problem is obtained by replacing (u, A) 
above with (uy,Ah) E [VN • Ah] C [HI(Ft) • H-lie(r1)] and requiring that (2.28) holds for all 
(v, #) 9 (VN • Ah). The precise definition of the finite-dimensional subspace Ah C H-1/2(Ft )  is 
given in Section 4.4 ahead. 
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Figure 1. Geometry and boundary conditions of the Motz problem. 
3. APPL ICAT ION OF THE BAMS TO THE MOTZ PROBLEM 
The Motz problem [9] is a benchmark Laplace equation problem that is very often used for 
testing various special numerical methods proposed in the literature for the solution of elliptic 
boundary value problems with boundary singularities. Figure 1 shows the geometry and the 
boundary conditions as modified by Wait and Mitchell [12]. The boundary value problem is 
stated as follows, 
Au ---- 0, in f~ = {(x,y) I -1  < x < 1, 0 <_ y _< 1}, (3.1) 
u lu D = 0, (3.2) 
u[3-g = 500, (3.3) 
O~n OAuBCuCD = 0. (3.4) 
A singularity arises at x = y = 0, where the boundary condition suddenly changes from u = 0 
to ~ = 0. The local solution is given by 
U = ~ a~r (2~-1)/2 cos 0 , (3.5) 
i=1 
where (r, 0) are the polar coordinates centered at the origin. The above expansion is valid in 
the entire solution domain [13], with a radius of convergence at least as large as two [14]. The 
values of the coefficients ai, known as singular coefficients or generalized stress intensity factors 
are of interest. Rosser and Papamichael obtained the exact solution of the Motz problem using a 
conformal mapping technique and computed accurate approximations to the first 20 coefficients 
expressing them in terms of the coefficients in the series expansions of various elliptic functions 
and integrals involved in their conformal maps [14,15]. 
Many special numerical schemes have been proposed for the solution of the Motz problem, 
including finite-difference, global-element, boundary-element, and finite-element methods. Early 
works include those of Symm [16] and Papamichael and Symm [17] who developed singular 
boundary integral methods. Recent methods include those of Georgiou et al. [6] and Li and 
Lu [18]. The reader is referred to these papers for discussions about other numerical methods 
used for the solution of the Motz problem and the calculation of the singular coefficients, and for 
additional references. 
Let us now consider the following approximation of the solution, 
tt N = ~ff" aNr cos 0 (3.6) 
i=1 
or 
N 
U N = ~ a N~z, 
i=1 
(3.7) 
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where the basis functions, 
d)i = r(2i-l)/2 cos [(~2~---) O], (3.8) 
are the singular functions appearing in the local solution expansion (3.5) and a N are the ap- 
proximations of the singular coefficients ai. Since the singular functions (IN are solutions of the 
Laplace equation, the theory of the previous section applies with 
F1 = OD U AB, F2 = OA u BC u CD, (3.9) 
g l lug  = 0, g l [~  = 500, qlr2 = 0, and 9211"2 = 0. 
Moreover, the essential boundary condition on OD and the natural boundary condition on OA 
are identically satisfied by all basis functions qbi. As a result, for all v E VN, 
/O D Y ~nn de = /o A Oy v-~-s de = O. 
Therefore, the functional (2.25) becomes 
l fpOv  /AB LOv . " -~n de + w ~ - 500) de, (3.10) 
where 
F* = AB UBCU'CD, (3.11) 
and the solution is sought in tile space, 
H~4(fl) - {vE  Ht( f~):  v]D-~= 0~-nV O-A = 0} .  (3.12) 
For convenience, the minimization and Galerkin problems reached with the four BAMs studied 
in this work are summarized below. 
Pena l ty  BAM 
Minimization Problem: Minimize 
I ~ Ov w2 L Ip(v) -- -~ . V-~n de + (v - 500) 2 de, v E VN C Hll(• ). (3.13) 
Galerkin Problem: Find UN E VN C H11(f~), such that Vv E VN C Hl(f~), 
Jr. Ov uN~--nde + 2w2 /~_ uNvd~ = 2W2 /ABhOOvd~. (3.14) 
Hybr id  BAM 
Minimization Problem: Minimize 
l fr Ov /A,  Ov 500) de, v E VNC Hl(f~). (3.15) In(v) - -~ . v-ff-n de - ~n (V - 
Galerkin Problem: Find un E VN C H l ( f~) ,  such that, Vv E VN C H~z(f~), 
OV f Oft N , OV 
. = - /A .  (a.16) 500~n n de. 
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Pena l ty /Hybr id  BAM 
Minimization Problem: Minimize :/.v /. /.o. 
IpH(v) -- -~ . B (v 50~ Onn (v - ' (3.17) V~n ndg+w 2 __  - -a  500) dL 
v e VN C glM(f~). 
Galerkin Problem: Find Ug 9 VN C HJ~(f~), such that, Vv 9 VN C H~a(f~ ),
~r- Ov 
(3.18) 
BAM with Lagrange Mul t ip l ie rs  
Minimization problem: Minimize 
1 
IL(V, A) ":- , fr .  V~-nnd' - L A(v - 5OO) de, 
(3.19) 
(v,A) 9 [VN x Ah] C [H~(f l )  x H-1/2(A-B)] . 
aalerkin problem: Find (UN, Ah) 9 [VN x Ah] C [HJ4(f~ ) x H-W2()--B)], such that 
/. o. / .  9 ug~ de-  [AhV + #(Uy -- 500)] de = 0, 
(3.20) 
V(v,#) [VN x Ahl C [HI( f~) x H-1/2(A-B)J . 
P 1 
4. ERROR ANALYSES 
Before proceeding to the error analyses for the four BAMs, we first provide some useful results, 
which, for the sake of simplicity, are presented specifically for the Motz problem. We will often 
use the notation fl ~ 7 to mean that there exist constants C1 and C2, such that 
C~3 <_ "~ < C23. 
Also, throughout his section, the letters c and C denote generic positive constants which are 
generally different in each occurrence. Finally, we note that the error analyses that follow will 
give bounds on the error in approximating u by UN; error bounds for the singular coefficients can 
be obtained from these and the fact that [1], 
la~ -a~[ <_ Cllu-- uNllL2<a), 
with C a positive constant independent of N. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let v satisfy (3.1)-(3.4) and let F1 be given by (3.9). Then, 
Iu[2i,f~ n t- V 02F, ~, [[V]121,f~. 
PROOF. We first have 
lvl~,a + v [o 2 rl < ]vl~,a + v o23 = Iv I~ ~. 
Next, we use Poincar6's inequality, 
to obtain 
c [[vl121,a _< Iv[~, a + [Ivll~,r, - 
Combining (4.3) and (4.4), we get (4.2). 
In what follows, we will be using the norm, 
cgv w2 ['V[[H = V~-~n-{- ~V2~ ' 
for w _> 1, with F* given by (3.11). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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LEMMA 4.2. I fw = 1, then [[v[[ H ~ IIv[[1,ft, Vv 9 VN. 
PROOF. Let v 9 VN and note that 
Ov = O. 
Av=0in f~,  vlD--~= 0, ~nno_~ 
Using Green's formula, we have 
and by (4.6), 
Now, since w = 1, we have from (4.5), 
and by (4.7), 
fo ov IVvl = = ray + v~ 
f~ 
Ivl~,n fr Ov 
= ~ ~3~n n " 
f r  Ov /AB V 2 Ilvll~=.v~+ 
= iv?,,.  + ,,v 
The desired result follows as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.3. For w _> 1, there exist constants C1, C2 > O, such that 
C1 IlVlll,a -< IMIH <- C2w Ilvllx,n, 
PROOF. Let F1 he given by (3.9). Since w > 1, we have 
tt<t  >_ tvj .  + t ,, , , ,  , 
and by Lemma 4.1, 
Next, we have 
Vve VN. 
IMIH > O vll~ n. 
HvH2 w2{ 1 2 2 } {v2 + ~-~ Ivll,n + IIvLIo,r, < cw 2 Ilvl ~ r, } 
and by Lemma 4.2, 
2 Ilvll% -< Cw 2 Ilvlll,a. 
Combining (4.9) and (4.10), we get (4.8). 
Now, let u = gg  4- FN with 
N 
~N = Ea i~ i  
i=l 
and 
rN  = s ai(~i 
i=N+I  
where ai are the true singular coefficients and ~ are given by (3.8). 
lemma. 
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(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
We have the following 
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LEMMA 4.4. With rN given by (4.12), we have 
1/2 OrN 1/2 
-}- W Ilru]]o,-~-~. I[rN[[H ~--][rN 0,F" On 0,F- 
PRooe.  Using (4.5) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we get 
IIrN]l~ < IlrNIIo,r. OTN +w211rNll~,-Z-~. 
- On  o,r- 
Using the inequality v~ + b 2 <_ a + b, the desired result follows. 
In what follows, we make the assumption that there exists a 6 (0, 1) such that, with rN is 
given by (4.12), 
[IrNllo,r. < CaN, (4.13) 
Orgon O,r" -- < CNaN'  (4.14) 
where C is a constant independent of N. 
Assumptions (4.13),(4.14) hold trivially if r < 1 in the local solution (3.5), since then by (3.8), 
(4.12), and the fact that the solution u is continuous, we have 
oo c rN+l/2 
E <-- CaN trN[ ~_ [ai[ r i-1/2 ~_ 1 - r 
i=N+I 
with r < a < 1. In the case of r > 1, one may partition the domain f~ into subdomains in which 
separate approximations may be obtained, as was discussed in Section 1. The solution over the 
entire domain can then be composed by combining the solutions from the various subdomains 
and properly dealing with their interactions across the interfaces eparating each subdomain (see, 
e.g., [71). 
4.1. The  Pena l ty  BAM 
Using the above results, we arrive at the following theorem for the penalty BAM. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let u P 6 VN be the solution to (3.13) and u the weak solution to (3.1)-(3.4). 
Then, there exists a positive constant C, independent ofN, such that 
{ 1o } 
I1~ - u f~ l l .  < c in f  I lu - v l lg  + - -  
- -  V6VN W -~n o ,~ 
PROOF. Note that u P E VN satisfies 
Bl ( t tP ,v )  = Fl(V),  ~/y e VN, (4.15) 
where 
fv Ou w2 f~B Bl(u,v) = .v~n + uv, 
In addition, u satisfies 
L Ou 
BI(~, ~) = Fl(V) + v - - ,  
On 
F1 (v) = 500w 2 jf___g v. 
Vv E H A. (4.16) 
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Combining (4.15) and (4.16), we get 
~- 1) - - ,  V u C V N . 
On 
Let 5 = (u P - v) 9 VN. Then, using (4.5) and (4.17), we obtain 
[!511,, = B1 (s = B1 (up - v,5) = B1 (u -  v,5) - f 50u 
J~-~ On" 
Since IBl(u, v)l < C IlUllH }IV}IH, we further obtain 
I1~1t~ -< c Ilu - ~IIH I1~11. + I1~11o,~-~ a~ 
0,~--'B 
after using the triangle and Cauchy-Schwartz inequalities. By Lemma 4.3, 
1151Io,~-~ _< c -1 1IhlIH 
W 
hence, 
{ lq~ IlallH <- C Ilu--'IIH + w ~ IlallH' 
Dividing by 1ISIIH, we get 
Finally, 
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(4.17) 
(4.18) 
}In - U~v}l H < C in f  I lu - vii H + 1 Ou < C I [ rNI IH + - -  . 
- Lv~VN ~ ~ 0,x~ - ~ ~o,~ 
The desired result fol lows f rom Lemma 4.4 and by not ing  that  a~ l l~ I Io ,~ <- c .  
Assuming (4.13) and (4.14) hold, we may use Corollary 4.1 to obtain the optimal choice for 
the parameter w = a -N /2  for the penalty BAM, as well as the error estimate, 
II~ - ~P I I .  -< CV--~a~/~, (4.21) 
with C a constant independent of N and a. 
Let v = ~N and u = gN + rN  as given by (4.11) and (4.12). Then, by Theorem 4.1 PROOF.  
{ } f lu -  ~11.  -< l l~-  vii. + II. - 411 .  -< c Ilu- . t l .  + - 
W 0,A"B 
and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let u be the weak soIution to (3.1)-(3.4) and let U~v satisfy (3.13). Then, there 
exists a constant C > O, independent of N,  such that 
[lu - uw < C llrNllo,r. + w I[rgNo,2-d + - -  . (4.20) 
-- ~ 0,r- w 
vv e VN. (4.19) 
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4.2. The  Hybr id  BAM 
In the hybrid BAM, we seek u H E VN such that (3.16) holds Vv c VN (with UN replaced by 
uH). Note that u H also satisfies 
B2(uH,v)  = F2(v), Vv  e Vg,  (4.22) 
where 
j~F OV L OU /AB OV /B C OU /AB OV B2(u ,v )  - . u~ n - V--On- u-o-s = u~--~V nn+ u-~-~n (4.23) 
and 
F2(v) = -500 [ Ov. (4.24) 
Jx~ On 
We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let  u~ C VN sat isfy (4.22) and u E H~ be the weak solution to (3.1)-(3.4). 
Then, 
I u - uHl,,n _< 2 inf lu - Vll,f ~ .vE VN 
PROOF. Note that 
= = = Iv l~ ,~,  B2(v, v) . v -~ n IVvl2 2 
Moreover, with u E H~I the solution to (3.1)-(3.4), we have 
B2(u - u~,  v)  = O, v v e VN. 
Let 5 = (u H - v) C VN with v E VN arbitrary. Then, 
so that using (4.25), 
which gives 
VVe VN. 
]al~,a = B2 (u H - v,5) + B2(u-  uH,5)  = B2(u -  v ,5)  
_< [B2 (u - v ,u  - v) B2 (5, 6)] 1/2 = lu - vll,a 1511,a, 
[hll,n ~ [u -V l l ,a .  
(4 .25)  
Thus, with v E VN, 
]u - uH]l,n < lu -- v]l,a + [v -- uH]l,a = lu -- v[1,a + 1511,• _< 2 [u -- vll,n , 
trom which the desired result follows. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let  the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 as well as (4.13),(4.14) hold. Then, 
I1 -  gll,,  -< c,/ aN, 
where C is a constant independent of  N and a E (0, 1). 
PROOF. By Poincard's inequality and Theorem 4.2, 
][U -- uH[II,f~ ~ C(~'~)]u - u~gll,n < 26(~~) inf lu -v ] l ,  n 9 vEVN 
Letting v = UN, U = UN + rN, and using (4.7), (4.13), and (4.14), we get 
Ilu- u" lll,  < cIrNIl,  _< ewe N 
as desired. 
Comparing the above result with the error bound (4.21), we see that the hybrid BAM converges 
at an optimal rate. 
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4.3. The  Pena l ty /Hybr id  BAM 
Recall that  uPN H is obtained from 
IpH (u PH) = min IpH(v) 
vEVN 
(4.26) 
where I pH(v)  is defined by (3.17). Equivalently, we may seek u PH E VN,  such that 
B~ (~g", ~) = F~ (v), W e Y~, (4.27) 
where 
0?J 2W2 r ,.~/~ B UV -- OU B3(u,v)= fr.U-~n+ __ c~L(~nV+U~nn) , (4.28) 
First, let us consider how to choose the two parameters a and w above. The value of w must be 
chosen in such a way that the first two integrals in (3.17) are balanced. To this end, let us, for 
simplicity, restrict our consideration to a semicircular domain, 
SR={(r,O):O<r<R, 0<0<rr} ,  (4.30) 
with boundary 
eR = {(R,0):0 <0 < ~}, 
for which the following result holds. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let ~R be given by (4.31). Then, for any v C VN, 
fe vOV<-N+lfe On - - - -g-  ,, v2' 
fe (07)  2 N+l fe  v2" 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
PROOF.  S ince  v C VN,  we have  
] 
i=1 
(4.34) 
with ~qi c R. By direct calculation, using the orthogonality of trigonometric functions, we obtain 
N 
V2 71" = ~ y~ (Z+) 2 R 2~, (4.3~1 
R i=1 
N 
fe Ov 7r v~--s- ~ ~ (~i) 2 (2 / -  1)R 2~-1, (4.36) 
R i=1 
N 
fe (Ov) 2 7r 1)2R2+_2. 7nn = 2 ~ (~+)2 (2i - (4.37) 
i=l 
From (4.36), we get 
N N N N + 1 7r / i[2i 9v r 1)R2i_ 1 _ 1 7r ~ (/3+)2 (2i - 1)R 2i < - -  ~ (/3+) 2
v N-~(z+)  2(2~- R~ - R 7 
n i=1 i=1 i=l  
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which along with (4.35) gives (4.32). Similarly, from (4.37), 
\on]  = 7 ~ (~02 (2 i -  l)2R 2'-2 
R i=1 
N 1 7r 
- R 2 2 E (/3~)2 (2i - 1)R 2i 
i=1 
N N+lzr  
- - -7  < _~2 ~(~i )  2/~2~, 
i=I 
which along with (4.35) gives (4.33), and the proof is complete. 
Guided by (4.32) in the above lemma, we return to our problem and choose w 2 = C*(N + 1), 
where C* E R + will be determined shortly. Moreover, in view of (4.33), we make the following 
assumption, q C E ]I{ independent of N, such that 
c~nn o,-~ <- C(N + 1)Ilvllo,~--~, Vv e VN. (4.38) 
In what follows, we will obtain error bounds for this method in the norm 
,vH.: (,.l:.o +- '  ,.l o' 
2 \ t /2  [ 9 
= . _[l'l;,a + c*  (N + 1)Ilvllo,a-a}. 9 
(4.39) 
We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose (4.38) holds. 
such that 
Then, for a 9 (0, 1] there exists C* E 1~ independent of N, 
B3 (v,.) > Ilvl12., v .  E VN, (4.40) 
and 
IBa(~,v)l <_Cllull. ll~ll., Vu, v~ YN, (4.41) 
with C C ]~ independent ofN. 
PROOF. Note that B3(u, v) given by (4.28) may be written as 
/fgl L lAB( Ou 'V) B3 (u, v) = Vu .  Vv + 2C* (N + 1) uv - a -~n v + u-~-~n (4.42) 
so that 
//o /AO L ~ B3 (v, v) = [Vvl 2 + 2C* (N + 1) v 2 - 2a ~--~n v.
Using tile Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (4.38), 
(4.43) 
/AB Ov O-~nn 0,~-~ IIviIo,AB 9 ~---~n v ~ I lv l lo,~ < C (N + 1) 2 (4.44) 
Hence, 
>_ f f  [Vv[ 2 + 2 (C* Ca) (N + 1) 2 B3 (v, V) - Ilvllo,x-~, 
J Ja 
(4.45) 
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where C E ]R is the constant in (4.44). Choosing C* c IR to satisfy 2 (C* - Ca) > C*, i.e., 
C* > 2Ca (4.46) 
gives 
B3 (v, v) >/ /a  [vv[2 + C* (N + 1) 2 IIV,o,x~ = IIvH~,, (4,4r) 
which is precisely (4.40). 
Next, we have 
9 I1, ~V 
Moreover, 
~n v _< C Ilullx,n Ilvlll,a < C Ilull. "vii. (4.49) 
and similarly, 
/AB OZu <- C][u[[* ]]1)1[*' (4.50) 
Combining (4.48)-(4.50), we get 
/~s +2C*(N+ 1) s  +Call~il. llvll. < 
_< lull,a Ivll,a + 2c* (iv + 1)Ilull0,a--o Ilvll0y~ + cc~ Ilull. Ilvll. 
_< (1 + Ca)I lul l .  Ilvll., 
from which (4.41) follows. 
Using the above lemma, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let u PH c VN satisfy (4.27) and u E H~1 be the weak solution to (3.1)-(3.4). 
Assuming (4.38) holds, there exists a constant C, independent of N,  such that 
{ f lu -  uPNHII. < C inf f lu -  vl[. + . (4.51) - veYN v/C * (N + 1) Onn o,W~ 
PROOF. With u C H I the weak solution to (3.1)-(3.4), we have from (4.28),(4.29), 
/AB Ou Ba(u,v) = (1 - c~) ~nn v + Fa(v), (4.52) 
so that using (4.27) and (4.39), 
/AB Ou Ba(u - uPNH,v) = (1 -- a) ~--~n v 
_< I1 - ~1 o_~ Ilvllo,a~ 
0,~ 
I1 - a l  0unu 
<_ C X/c* (N + 1) o,X~ Ilvll. - 
Urith v E VN, let 6 = (v -- u PH) E VN. By Lemma 4.6, 
116112. < B3(& 6) = Ba(v - uP H, (5) = B3(u - v, ~5) - (1 - a) On 
_< c Ilu - vii, Ilall. + x/c* (N + 1) Ilall. 
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11 - ~1 ou } (4.53) 
11611. _< c I lu -  vii. + x/c*  (N + 1) ~ o ,~ 
Therefore, by the triangle inequality and (4.53), 
Ibu - ~HII. -< I1~ - vii. + IIv - u~H]l. = Ilu - vii. + II~ll. 
{ ,/C"1-~, 1) 0~ o .~} _< Ilu - vii. + C Ilu - vii. + ( -N~ 
and the proof is complete. 
Based on Theorem 4.3, we could choose the parameter c~ = 1 in order to raise the accuracy of 
the method. In this case, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.3 and (4.13),(4.14) hold, and choose a = 1. 
Then, there exists a constant C independent of N, such that 
Ilu - ~" [ I .  -< Cv/-NaN, (4.54) 
with a C (0, 1). 
PROOF. With ~ = 1, we have from Theorem 4.3, 
II u - uPHII" < C inf ]l u - vii.. (4.55) 
- vEVN 
Letting u = gN + rN with gN and rN given by (4.11) and (4.12), we further have 
2 -~1/2 
I ]u -uPHl ] .  <_CllrNll. =c  [rNl~,n +C*(N + l) l lrNl]o-~) , (4.56) 
and by (4.13), 
It remains to bound IrNil,a in (4.57). By (4.7), (4.13), and (4.14), we have 
= . -~n v _< C On o,X-~ ][rNll0,W~ <_ CNa 2N (4.58) 
so that combined with (4.57) gives the desired result. 
We should point out that the parameter w 2 = C*(N + 1) includes the constant C* satis- 
fying (4.46); in practice it turn outs that simply choosing C* = 1 suffices, as observed in the 
numerical computations of Section 5. 
4.4. The  BAM wi th  Lagrange Mu l t ip l ie rs  
When the Dirichlet condition u l z  ~ = 500 is regarded as a constraint, the solution to the 
Motz problem may be obtained by minimizing the (not positive definite) functional IL (v) given 
by (3.19), or equivalently by solving the variational problem given by (3.20). While for the 
implementation of the method (3.20) is used, for the analysis it is often convenient o state the 
variational problem as follows. Find (u, A) c H~4(fl ) • H-1/2(AB) ,  such that 
B(u, v) + G(u, v; A, #) = 0, V (v, #) r H~ (~) • H-1/2 (~--~), (4.59) 
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where 
B(u, v) = f fa  Vv. Vu, 
C(u, v; ~,#) = - L v,X - L U(u - 500). 
(4.60) 
(4.61) 
For the discretization, we divide AB into sections F~, i = 1 , . . . ,  n, such that 
AB= 0F i '  h i= lF i l ,  h= max h~. (4.62) 
l<_i<_n 
/=1 
With "Pk(AB) the space of polynomials of degree < k on AB, we define 
Ah = {s : ,Xhlp, 9 Pk (Fd, i = 1 , . . . ,n} .  (4.63) 
Then, the discrete version of (4.59) reads. Find (uLN,,kh) E VN x Ah, such that 
B(u~, v) + a(u~,  ~; ~., ~) = 0, V (v, ~) 9 V~ • &.  (4.64) 
The present method was first introduced in [6] and was subsequently used to efficiently solve 
Laplacian problems in domains with boundary singularities (cf., [4,5]). Below, we give a brief 
justification for the method, as it pertains to the Motz problem. We begin with the following 
theorem from [1]. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (u, A) and (u L, Ah) be the solutions to (4.59) and (4.64), respectively. Sup- 
pose there exist positive constants co, c, 13, and 7, independent of N and h, such that the following 
assumptions hold, 
v 2 _ Vv E VN, (4.65) B(v,v) _> e0 II I~ and IB(u,v)t<cllUlll,allvllt,a, 
30 r VN E VN, such that /AB#hVN > ~IluhlI_I/2,T~ IIvNlll,a, VUh E ih ,  (4.66) 
/AB)~V < VVN E VN. (4.67) ilvlll,a, 7 
Then~ 
Ilu - uLl l l ,a + IIA - ,~hll_w2,~-fi < C ~ inf [I u - viii,12 + inf II,k - r l l l -1 /2 ,~},  
- -  l veVN flEA,, 
with C EIR + independent of N and h. 
PROOF. For a proof, see Theorem 6.1 in [1]. 
(4.68) 
Let us verify that (4.67)-(4.67) hold for our problem. First, note that B(v, v) = Ivl~,a so that, 
by Poincar6's inequality, 
B(v,v) ~ co Ilvll~,a, Vv E H b (ft). (4.69) 
By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
B(u, v) < ellUlll,a IlvllI,~, Vu, v E H~z (f~), (4.70) 
so that (4.69) and (4.70) give (4.65). 
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where #h E Ah in (4.72). 
inequality, 
LphW =-- ~ Ow ~-~n 
with co E R +. Also, 
Ilahll-1/=,~-- a~n-1/2,AB 
so that by (4.75),(4.76), 
To verify (4.66), consider the following auxiliary problem. Find w E H~1(fl ), such that 
Aw = 0 in fl, (4.71) 
Ow 
On #h on AB, (4.72) 
w = 0 on OD, (4.73) 
Ow 
- 0 on OA U BC U CD, (4.74) 
On 
From (4.71)-(4.72) we obtain, using Green's formula and Poincar6's 
= fs  wzx~+/s Iv~l= = I~l~,a > c~ ~ ~,  (4.75) 
c Ilwll~,~, (4.76) 
(4.77) 
with /3 E I~ + independent of w and h. 
rg  E H~r the remainder (see (4.11)-(4.14)). We have 
Now, let WN E VN be such that w = WN + rN with 
(4.78) 
and also 
~_ I~hTN [[#h[]-l/2,-~-~ []rN[[1/2,~~ [[I..Zh][-1/2,-~ [[rN[[1,~ ,< < C1 (4.79) 
so that combining (4.77)-(4.79), we get 
AB#hWN IIW[ll,~ ]I#hI[--Z/U,AB ] l#h]}-l /2,~ [[rN[[,,~. > /3 C1 (4.80) 
Now, using 
[IWlll,~ = Ilwg + rNl[x,~ > ][Wg[ll,n -- II~NIII,~ 
along with (4.80), we obtain 
-thWN k I3 ([[WN[[I,a -- IlrNlll,gl) I[#hll-1/2,~-~ -- c1 I[#h[l-1/2,W~ ]]rNl[1,~ 
(4.81) 
>/3 IIwNIIx,a I[IZhII-1/=,AB (C1 +/3) II#nll-1/2,~--~ IlrNlll,~. 
Since, by assumptions (4.13),(4.14), WN converges to w exponentially, we have 
0 < ]lrNl[l'fl < 1. 
IIwNIIl,~ 
For N sufficiently large, we may write 
Ilrglll,a <_ /3 (4.82) 
[[WN[II,E 1 2 (C1 q-/3)' 
where C1 and/3 are the positive constants from above. Combining (4.81) and (4.82), we have 
L ~hWN > ~ II#hlI-,/2yu IIwNllLa, 
which gives (4.66) once we replace wN by VN and/3/2 by/3. 
Condition (4.67) follows in a similar fashion; see, e.g., (4.79). The preceding discussion leads 
to the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.6. Let (u, ~) and (u L, Ah) be the solutions to (4.59) and (4.64), respectively, and 
suppose (4.13) and (4.14) hold. Then, if )~ E Hk+I(AB), there exists C E R + independent of N 
and h, such that 
where a E (0, 1) and h is given by (4.62). 
PROOF. From Theorem 4.5, we have 
I1~ - Ahl I_ I /2,X~ < C ~ inf I]u - vii1, . + " ~ (4.83) + I1 -  llx,n 
N OW, 
inf Ilu- Vlll,a _< I lu -  UNlll,a = IIrNlll,n, 
vEVN 
with ~N, rN given by (4.11) and (4.12), respectively. Using (4.13) and (4.14), we get 
inf Ilu - v l l l ,~ _< Cv~a N, (4.84) 
vEVN 
with C E ~+ independent of N. 
Next, let hi E Ah be the kth-order interpolant of A. Then, since A E H k+l (~) ,  we have 
inf IIA - r}11_1/2,)--~ _< II A - AIH_I/2, ~ _< C l lA  - Alll0x~ -< Chk+l rlGAh 
which along with (4.84) gives the desired result. 
Based on the above theorem, one may obtain the optimal matching between N and h, i.e., the 
relationship between the number of singular functions and the number of Lagrange multipliers 
used in the method, by choosing h TM ..~ v/-Na N. This leads to the following approximate 
expression for N, 
N~(k+l )  lna " (4.85) 
5. NUMERICAL  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, new numerical results for the Motz problem (3.1)-(3.4) obtained using the 
hybrid and the penalty/hybrid BAMs are presented and discussed in connection with the error 
analyses of Section 4. Comparisons are also made with the results obtained with the classic BAM 
of Li et al. [7] and the BAM with Lagrange multipliers of Georgiou et al. [6]. Due to the low 
efficiency of the penalty BAM (see Section 4.1), no results of this method are presented. 
Obtaining accurate stimates of the leading singular coefficients, ai, is the main goal of all these 
special methods. Tables 1-3 list the singular coefficients a35 i = 1, 35, obtained using the 
classic, hybrid, and penalty/hybrid BAMs, respectively (with N = 35). For comparison purposes, 
we list in Table 4 the most accurate singular coefficients calculated by the BAM with Lagrange 
multipliers in [6], using a much larger number of singular functions, i.e., N = 75, and 33 discrete 
Lagrange multipliers, i.e., Nx = 33. Note that, in this method, N should be much greater than Na 
in order to obtain satisfactory convergence of the leading singular coefficients. In Table 5, we list 
the numbers of the converged significant digits of the leading 19 singular coefficients for all four 
methods, as calculated by Li and Lu [18], using the conformal transformation method (CTM) of 
Whiteman and Papamichael [19]. We observe that the four BAMs yield very accurate stimates 
of the singular coefficients. For i = 1, 2, 3, the classic BAM gives one less significant digit than 
the other three BAMs, while for the higher coefficients all methods yield about the same number 
of converged significant digits. The BAM with Lagrange multipliers has a slight advantage as i 
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Table  1. Computed  s ingular  coeff icients wi th  the classic BAM for N = 35. 
i a~ 
1 0.40116245374497 x 103 
2 0.87655920195502 x 102 
3 0.17237915079248 x 102 
4 -0.80712152596499 x 101 
5 0.14402727170434 x 101 
6 0.33105488588606 • i0 ~ 
7 0.27543734452816 • i00 
8 -0 .86932994509462 • 10 -1  
9 0.33604878399124 x 10 -1 
10 0.15384374465022 x 10 -1 
11 0.73023016452998 x 10 -2  
12 -0 .31841136217467 • 10 -2  
13 0.12206458571187 • 10 -2  
14 0.53096530065606 • 10 -3  
15 0.27151202841413 • 10 -3  
16 -0 .12004506715157 • 10 -3  
17 0.50538906322972 x 10 -4  
18 0.23166270362346 • 10 -4  
i a N 
19 0.11534855091605 • 10 -4  
20 -0 .52932746412879 x 10 -5  
21 0.22897323500171 • 10 -5  
22 0.10624097261554 x 10 -5  
23 0.53073158247781 x 0 -6 
24 -0 .24510085058588 • 10 -6  
25 0.10862672983328 • 10 -6  
26 0.51043248247979 x 10 -7  
27 0.25407074732821 x 10 -7  
28 -0 .11054833875475 x 10 -7  
29 0.49285560339473 x 10 - s  
30 0.23304869676739 • 10 -8  
31 0.11523150093507 • 10 -8  
32 --0.34653285095421 • 10 -9  
33 0.15243365277043 • 10 -9  
34 0.72493901550694 x 10 -1~ 
35 0.35291922501256 • 10 -1~ 
Table  2. Computed  s ingular  coeff icients wi th  the hybr id  BAM for N = 35. 
i a N 
1 0.401162453745250 x 103 
2 0.876559201951038 x 102 
3 0.172379150794574 x 102 
4 -0 .807121525969505 x 101 
5 0.144027271701729 x 10 l 
6 0.331054885909148 x 10 ~ 
7 0.275437344500486 x 10 ~ 
8 -0.869329945171928 x 10 -1  
9 0.336048783999441 x 10 -1 
i0  0.153843744418389 x 10 -1 
11 0.730230161393995 x 10 -2  
12 -0 .318411372788438 x 10 -2  
13 0.122064584771336 x 10 -2  
14 0.530965184801430 x 10 -3  
15 0.271511819668155 • 10 -3  
16 --0.120045429073067 x 10 -3  
17 0.505388854473519 • 10 -4  
18 0.231659564580221 X 10 -4  
i a N 
19 0.115343772789621 • 10 -4  
20 -0.529380676633001 x 10 -5  
21 0.228969115585334 • 10 -5 
22 0.106202202610555 x lO-5 
23 0.530229339048478 x 10 -6  
24 -0 .245459749591207 x 10 -6  
25 0.108590887362510 x 10 -6  
26 0.508138311029889 • 10 -7  
27 0.251496766940829 x 10 -7  
28 --0.111642374722729 x 10 -7  
29 0.491554865658322 x 10 -8  
30 0.226743542107491 x 10 -8  
31 0.109000401834271 x I0 -8 
32 -0 .358701765271215 x 10 -9  
33 0.150813240028775 • 10 -9  
34 0.660571911959434 x 10 -1~ 
35 0.296216590328091 x 10 -1~ 
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Table  3. Computed  s ingular  coeff icients wi th  the pena l ty /hybr id  BAM for N = 35. 
i a N i a N 
I 0.401162453745202 x 1 3 
2 0.876559201951031 x 102 
3 0.172379150794664 • 102 
4 -0 .807121525968356 X 101 
5 0.144027271701729 x 101 
6 0.331054885895757 • 10 ~ 
7 0.275437344521521 x 10 ~ 
8 -0.8693299450621651 x 10 -1 
9 0.3360487842325408 x 10 -1  
10 0.1538437441454227 x 10 -1 
11 0.7302301661989898 x 10 -2  
12 -0 .3184113682966637 x 10 -2  
13 0.1220645960584796 x 10 -2  
14 0.5309652666820730 x 10 -3  
15 0.2715120554917799 x 10 -3  
16 -0 .1200453186155349 x 10 -3  
17 0.5053921174507389 x 10 -4  
18 0.2316630831563956 x 10 -4  
19 0.1153491708827968 • 10 -4  
20 -0.5293654843369576 x 10-5 
21 0.2290138896618886 • 10 -5 
22 0.1062509190385607 • lO -5  
23 0.5308058949628783 X 10 -6  
24 -0 .2453536905374091 x 10 -6  
25 0.1088807854053806 X 10 -6  
26 0.5111717330707535 x 10 -7  
27 0.2545239239069238 X l0  -7  
28 -0 .1112961949757686 • 10 -7  
29 0.5001877506926354 • 10 -8  
30 0,2353670227283211 x 10 -8  
31 0.1165476462446361 x 10 - s  
32 -0 .3545390456290663 x 10 -9  
33 0.1603064746407727 x 10 -9  
34 0.7511467779109671 • 10 -1~ 
35 0.3672896632385438 x 10 -1~ 
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Table  4. Computed  s ingular  coeff icients wi th  the  BAM wi th  Lagrange  mult ip l iers  [6 I 
for N = 75 and NA = 33 (only the first 36 coeff icients are l isted). 
i a N i a N 
1 .401162453745234 x 103 19 .115352825403054 x 10 -4  
2 .876559201950877 x 102 20 - .529575461575406 • 10 -5  
3 .172379150794469 x 102 21 .229103011774740 x 10 -5  
4 - .807121525969814 x 101 22 .106349634823553 x 10 -5  
5 .144027271702291 x 101 23 .531399419800137 x 10 -6  
6 .331054885920656 x 100 24 - .247423064850164 x 10 -6  
7 .275437344509193 x 10 ~ 25 .108706636458335 x 10 -6  
8 - .869329945252286 X 10 -1  26 .529296106984506 • 10 -7  
9 .336048784263123 x 10 -1  27 .264253479339111 • 10 -7  
10 .153843744820525 x 10 -1 28 - .120550254504250 • 10 -7  
11 .730230167439347 x 10 -2  29 .116026519978975 x 10 - s  
12 - .318411391508881 • 10 -2  30 .622763895228202 x 10 - s  
13 .122064610746985 x 10 -2  31 .332311983973516 x 10 -8  
14 ,530965479850461 • 10 -3  32 .554937941399033 x 10 -9  
15 ,271512187507913 x 10 -3  33 - .107137722721491 • 10 -7  
16 - .120046373993572 x 10 -3  34 .719736757310813 x 10 -8  
17 .505398053367447 x 10 -4  35 .432710661454326 x 10 - s  
18 .231668535028465 x 10 -4  36 .405044840445786 x 10 -8  
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5. Numbers of converged significant digits in ai/q, i = 1 . . . . .  
Classic Hybrid 
i 
N = 35 N = 35 
1 12 13 
2 11 12 
3 11 12 
4 11 12 
5 11 12 
6 10 10 
7 10 11 
8 9 9 
9 9 9 
10 8 9 
11 8 8 
12 7 7 
13 7 7 
14 6 6 
15 6 6 
16 5 5 
17 5 5 
18 5 5 
19 5 4 
19 for four BAMs. 
Penalty/Hybrid Lagrange multipliers 
N=35 N=75,  N,x =33 
13 13 
12 12 
12 12 
II 11 
11 11 
10 10 
10 10 
9 9 
10 9 
9 9 
8 8 
7 8 
7 8 
6 7 
6 7 
5 6 
5 5 
5 5 
5 5 
increases, but  it should  be kept  in mind  that  the  number  of s ingular  funct ions  is much h igher  
(N  = 75 ins tead of 35). Moreover,  the  imp lementat ion  of the  method is more  difficult. 
In add i t ion  to the  convergence of the  s ingular  coefficients, we have also invest igated the  effect 
of the  number  N of the  s ingular  funct ions  on the  error,  
ezU- -UN,  
where u cor responds  to a reference so lut ion ca lcu lated us ing the  ext remely  accurate  resul ts  in [18] 
and UN denotes  the  approx imate  solut ion,  and  on the  cond i t ion  number  of the  matr ix  assoc iated 
wi th  the  l inear sys tem ar is ing from each method.  The  fol lowing error  norms have been considered,  
lelo,~ "-- { / fa (U  - UN)2ds} 1/2 , (5.1) 
[s ~" { / / f~  I~(U- -UN)[2d8} 1 /2 :  d~F. { (U- -UN)O(Uo?N)d~}I /2 ,  (5.2) 
le[oo, ~ - max [el, (5.3) 
AB 
= 2: -~  oo,'-B'-C max - -  , 
max - -  . -_ (5.5) 
For the computations with the penalty/hybrid BAM,  we choose a = i and w 2 = C*(N  + I) 
with C* -- I; (cf., (4.46) and the discussion at the end of Section 4.3). The matrix ApH E R N•  
of the linear system that arises from (4.27), is symmetric and positive definite (provided (4.26) 
holds), and its condition number, g, is given as the ratio of the max imum to the min imum 
eigenvalue, 
A . . . .  (ApH) (5.6) 
(ApH)  -- )~min(ApH) "
Spec ia l  Boundary  Approx imat ion  Methods  
Tab le  6. E r ro r  norms and  cond i t ion  numbers  for  the  c lass ic ,  the  hybr id ,  and  the  
pena l ty /hybr id  BAMs for  d i f fe rent  va lues  of  N .  
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Class ic  BAM 
c% 0~ 
g ~ ~n " ]~I~,x~ M0,u Ich,~ ~(F) 
oo,BC (~CD 
11 0.327 • 10 ~ 0.296 • 10 ~ 0.795 x 10 -2  0.216 • 10 -1  0 .936 x 10 -1  0 .106 x 102 
19 0.328 • 10 -2  0.313 • 10 -2  0 .658 • 10 -'1 0.288 • 10 -3  0.901 • 10 -3  0.225 x 104 
27 0 .354 x 10 -4  0 .366 x 10 -4  0 .606 x 10 - s  0.761 x 10 -5  0 .114 x 10 -4  0.431 x 105 
35 0 .387 • 10 -7  0.445 • 10 -7  0 .596 x 10 - s  0 .248 x 10 -7  0.175 • 10 -6  0 .787 x 106 
Hybr id  BAM 
X ~ oc,BC ~ cr " lel~,x~ I~lo,a IEh,a '~(AH) 
11 0 .400 X 10 ~ 0.551 X I0  ~ 0 .397 X 10 -1  0 .176 X 10 - ]  0 .759 X 10 -1  0 .753 X 103 
19 0.524 X 10 -2  0.675 X 10 -2  0.258 X 10 -3  0 .280 X 10 -3  0.844 X 10 -3  0 .184 X 106 
27 0 .719 • 10 -4  0.850 X 10 -4  0.222 • 10 -5  0 .759 X 10 -5  0 .125 • 10 -4  0 .464 X 108 
35 0.883 X 10 -7  0.110 X 10 -6  0.196 X 10 -7  0.286 X 10 -7  0 .210 X 10 -6  0 .118 X 101] 
Pena l ty /Hybr id  BAM 
8~ ae 
N ~nn o0,~c ~n oo,cD I~100,~-~ I~lo,r~ I~ll,r~ g(ApH) 
11 0.461 x 10 ~ 0.512 x 10 ~ 0.143 x 10 - I  0 .175 x 10 -1  0.361 x 10 -1  0 .104 • 104 
19 0.605 x 10 -2  0.604 x 10 -2  0 .120 x 10 -3  0.281 • 10 -3  0 .680 x 10 -3  0.251 x 105 
27 0.815 x 10 -4  .749 x 10 -4  0.123 x 10 -5  0 .760 x 10 -5  0 .139 x 10 -4  0 .628 x l0  s 
35 0.101 x 10 -5  0 .944 • 10 -6  0.141 x 10 -7  0 .177 x 10 -7  0 .302 x 10 -6  0.159 x 10 l l  
In the hybrid BAM, the matrix AH E ]I~ NxN of the linear system arising from (4.22) is positive 
definite, but not symmetric. Hence, the condition number is calculated as follows, 
(AH) : . (5.7) 
As described in [7], in the classic BAM, the side AB is divided into M equally spaced pieces 
of width h = 1/M. The direct collocation method is used to impose the boundary conditions 
(3.2),(3.3). The condition number of the matrix F C IR (4M)x(N+I) of the resulting linear system 
is given by (5.7), with F replacing AH. Note that since 4M >> N + 1, the least squares method 
is used to solve the linear system. 
The variations of the error norms (5.1)-(5.5) with N, as well as the condition numbers obtained 
using the classic, the hybrid, and the penalty/hybrid BAMs, are tabulated in Table 6. These 
are presented graphically in Figure 2, where the exponential convergence rates established in 
Section 4 are readily visible. Upon careful examination of the numbers given in Table 6, we see 
that for the classic BAM, we have 
[U --  t tN[oo ,~- -  ~ ~ 2 .8  X 0 .55  N ,  
[el0,f l  ~ 5 .0  • 0 .57  N ,  
while for the hybrid BAM, 
l~]1,~ ~ 19.5 x 0.58 N, 
lU -- UNIoc,"A'~  3.5 • 0.55 N, 
[e[0,O --~ 4.9 x 0.57 N, 
I~ll,n -~ 3.5 x 0.59 N, 
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Figure 2. Convergence and variation of the condition numbers with N when using the 
hybrid, the penalty/hybrid, and the classic BAMs. The error estimates arc defined 
by (5.1)-(5.5). 
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Figure 2. (cont.) 
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and for for the pena l ty /hybr id  BAM,  
[ u - ugloo,-X~ ~ 6.7 x 0.54 N, 
[~[0,~ "~ 5.8 • 0.56 N, 
lell,~ ~ 5.1 • 0.61N. 
It appears that  the classic BAM sl ightly outperforms the other  two, when the errors (5.1)-(5.5) 
are of interest. 
As for the condit ion numbers,  we have 
~(F)  --~ 0.09 x 1.60 N, 
~(AH) --~ 0.7 x 1.99 N, 
n(Apl-I) --~ 1.1 • 1.99 N. 
Therefore,  the condit ion number  for the classic BAM grows at a significantly slower rate than 
those of ti le other  two BAMs,  which is also evident in F igure 2. Hence, in terms of numerical  
stabil ity, the classic BAM is to be preferred. 
In summary,  when compared to the classic BAM,  the hybrid and the pena l ty /hybr id  BAMs 
may yield sl ightly more accurate est imates for the singular coefficients, but their  per formance is 
sl ightly worse in terms of the error norms (5.1)-(5.5), due to the i l l -condit ioning of the matr ices 
associated with the corresponding l inear systems. 
Finally, we wish to make a short remark on the choice N = 35 in our numerical  exper iments.  
Take, for example,  the hybrid BAM for which we have [e[1,fl ~ ([el02 fl + [e[12,•) 1/2 : 0.211 x 10 .6 
(see Table 6). Since the true solution satisfies [u[i,~ = O(102), the relat ive errors in the H I norm 
reach O(10-9) ,  whereas the condit ion number reaches O(101~ It is clear that  16-decimal-digit  
accuracy allowed by the double-precis ion ar i thmet ic  is reached when N = 35. For N > 35, the 
increasing condit ion number  causes a loss of accuracy. 
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